MARICOPA COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH MEETING MINUTES
Friday, February 2, 2018 at 1:30 pm
205 W. Jefferson Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85003
Board of Supervisors Auditorium
Vice President Hughes called the meeting to order at 1:39 p.m.
ROLL CALL:
Members Present:
Don Cassano
Robert MacMillan
Francisca Montoya (via phone)
Nedra Halley
Don Hughes
Debra Baldauff
Bill Gates (via phone)

Members Not Present:
Kip Steill
Henri Cournand

Ex-Officio: Bob England, M.D.
CALL TO THE PUBLIC:
Vice President Hughes announced that we have speaker slips for anyone wishing to speak on any action items.
Speakers will be called after the item is heard. Each speaker will have 2 minutes to speak.
DISCUSSION/ACTION ITEMS
1. Approval of Minutes: Vice President Hughes asked for a motion to approve the minutes from the BOH Meeting
held on July 24, 2017. Motion was made by Ms. Halley to approve the BOH minutes as presented. Motion was
seconded by Mr. MacMillan and all were in favor. The motion passed unanimously.
2. Fee Waiver Applications
Ms. Jeannie Taylor
Ms. Jeannie Taylor presented sixty-five (65) fee waivers for review and consideration of approval. A summary
sheet document was provided.
Motion to approve the sixty-five (65) fee waiver applications was made by Mr. MacMillan, seconded by Dr.
Baldauff and all were in favor. The motion passed unanimously.
3. Approval of the Expedited Process for Enhanced Regulatory Outreach Program

Mr. David Morales

Case ES-2017-001/Pet Groomers & Shops
Motion to approve the Expedited Process for Enhanced Regulatory Outreach Program Case ES-2017-001/Pet
Groomers & Shops was made by Mr. MacMillan, seconded by Ms. Halley and all were in favor. The motion
passed unanimously.
4.

Approval of the Expedited Process for Rule 316 (Nonmetallic Mineral Processing) Mr. Philip A. McNeely
AQ-2013-001-Rule 316 (Nonmetallic Mineral Processing): Rule 316 establishes limits for the emissions of
particulate matter from nonmetallic mineral processing and related operations, e.g., sand and gravel operations
and concrete batch plants. The department is proposing to revise Rule 316 to make the rule more clear for the
regulated community by incorporating alternative control measures and information from department guidance
documents and consolidating all applicable requirements for control of particulate matter emissions from
nonmetallic mineral processing and related operations in a single rule.
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Mr. Philip A. McNeely presented on Rule 316
Rule 316
• Limits particulate matter emissions
– Process emissions
– Fugitive dust emissions
• Applies to
– Sand & gravel plants
– Concrete batch plants
– Asphalt plants
Purpose of Revisions
• Changes requested by stakeholders
– Clarify requirements
– Incorporate existing policies
– Align rule with Dust Control Handbook
• Rulemaking initiated in 2013
– Three workshops
– Substantial cooperation with stakeholders
– Unanimous support
Consolidate
• Crushing & Screening
– Federal New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) include emission limits
– Align Rule 316 emission limits with NSPS
• Asphalt Plants
– Fugitive emissions are subject to Rule 300
– Include identical emission limit in Rule 316
• Fugitive Dust Control
– Current: Comply with Rule 316 and Rule 310
– Revised: Same requirements – all in Rule 316
Incorporate EPA Approved Alternatives
• Alternative minimum soil moisture
– For hot mix asphalt plants
• Speedy moisture meter
– Alternative method for soil moisture testing
• Trackout control device exemption
– For paved facilities where all emissions are vented to an Emission Control System
Regulatory Flexibility
• Controlling wind-blown dust
– Current: When 60-minute average wind speed exceeds 25 mph
– Revised: When wind is causing visible emissions
• Safe collection of soil moisture samples
– Current: Rule 316 identifies specific locations
– Revised: Rule 316 identifies areas in the process
Motion to approve Expedited Process for Rule 316 (Nonmetallic Mineral Processing) was made by
Ms. Halley, seconded by Dr. Baldauff and all were in favor. Motion passed unanimously.
5. Approval of the initiation of the rulemaking for proposed revisions to Rule 320
(Odors And Gaseous Air Contaminants)

Mr. Philip A. McNeely

AQ-2016-004-Rule 320 (Odors and Gaseous Air Contaminants): Rule 320 limits the emissions of odors and other
gaseous air contaminants into the atmosphere. The department is proposing to revise Rule 320 to remove broad
language that is not enforceable. Several sections in the rule contain language that lacks specific emissions limits
or specific work practices necessary for enforcement. The department is proposing to remove these sections
from the rule.
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Mr. Philip A. McNeely presented on Rule 320
Rule 320 Proposed Revisions
• Purpose of revision: update and enhance the rule, remove broad unenforceable language and revise rule
to comply with intent of the Maricopa County Air Pollution Regulations.
• Part of a larger department project to update, clarify and improve regulations.
• Updates and Enhancements:
- Section 301 – Reduction of Animal Matter
- Add a second emission control system option for the reduction of animal matter
- Scrubbing or filtration system
- Section 303 – Emissions of H2S
- Add text to provide a standard method to calculate the 30 minute average hydrogen sulfide
concentration
- Section 500 – Monitoring and Records
- Add new monitoring and records section
• Remove broad unenforceable language in Sections 300, 302 and 303
- Lack specific emissions limits and work practices necessary for enforcement
• Continue enforcing related rules
- Rule 310 (Fugitive Dust from Dust-Generating Operations)
- Rule 200, Section 315 (Stack Height Provisions)
• Revise rule to comply with intent of the Maricopa County Air Pollution Regulations
- Rule 100, Section 101 “Declaration of Intent”
- Prevent, reduce, control, correct or remove regulated air pollutants
- Odors are not regulated air pollutants
• The department will continue to take and investigate odor complaints
- Regulated air pollutants may emit odors which may indicate a violation.
There were 11 request for public comment received.
- 1st speaker Steven Lowe
- 2nd speaker Dan Blackson
- 3rd speaker Maynard Burton
- 4th speaker Rhonda Mack
- 5th speaker Lorna Proper
- 6th speaker Mike Butler
- 7th speaker Linda Butler
- 8th speaker Linda Kinman
- 9th speaker Carolyn Burton
- 10th speaker Daniel Mack
- 11th speaker Stephen Brittle
6. Motion the initiation of the rulemaking for proposed revisions to Rule 320 was made by Mr.
MacMillan, seconded by Ms. Halley. Roll call vote was requested.
Mr. Cassano – AYE
Mr. MacMillan – AYE
Ms. Montoya – NO
Ms. Halley – AYE
Dr. Baldauff – AYE
Supervisor Gates – AYE
Mr. Hughes - AYE
Motion passed 6 AYE – 1 NO.
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Information Items
1. Department of Public Health Leadership transition
Dr. Bob England, Max Porter and Dr. Rebecca Sunenshine
Dr. Bob announced this would be his last BOH meeting. He is retiring after 12 years as the Director of
Maricopa County Department of Public Health. Mr. Max Porter who has been his Deputy Director will step
up as the Acting Director and Dr. Rebecca Sunenshine will be there to help him as the Medical Director.

Discussion Items:
1. Public Health Report
I.
Healthcare Reform
II. Funding Outlook
III. Human Resources
IV. Communication
V. Infrastructure
VI. Strategic Planning
VII. Programs
VIII. Disease Update
IX. Future Topics

Dr. Bob England

Dr. Bob presented a presentation and went over two memos. Review attached for details.
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND CURRENT EVENTS


Next meeting is April 23, 2018

ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business, motion to adjourn the meeting was made by Ms. Halley, seconded
by Mr. MacMillan and motion was passed unanimously. The meeting was adjourned at 4:45p.m.
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Proposed Revisions to Rule 316
February 2, 2018

Rule 316
• Limits particulate matter emissions
– Process emissions
– Fugitive dust emissions

• Applies to
– Sand & gravel plants
– Concrete batch plants
– Asphalt plants

Purpose of Revisions
• Changes requested by stakeholders
– Clarify requirements
– Incorporate existing policies
– Align rule with Dust Control Handbook

• Rulemaking initiated in 2013
– Three workshops
– Substantial cooperation with stakeholders
– Unanimous support

Consolidate
• Crushing & Screening
– Federal New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) include emission limits
– Align Rule 316 emission limits with NSPS

• Asphalt Plants
– Fugitive emissions are subject to Rule 300
– Include identical emission limit in Rule 316

• Fugitive Dust Control
– Current: Comply with Rule 316 and Rule 310
– Revised: Same requirements – all in Rule
316

Incorporate EPA Approved Alternatives
• Alternative minimum soil moisture
– For hot mix asphalt plants

• Speedy moisture meter
– Alternative method for soil moisture testing

• Trackout control device exemption
– For paved facilities where all emissions are
vented to an Emission Control System

Regulatory Flexibility
• Controlling wind-blown dust
– Current: When 60-minute average wind speed
exceeds 25 mph
– Revised: When wind is causing visible emissions

• Safe collection of soil moisture samples
– Current: Rule 316 identifies specific locations
– Revised: Rule 316 identifies areas in the process

Proposed Revisions to Rule 320
February 2, 2018

Rule 320 Proposed Revisions
• Purpose of revision: update and enhance the
rule, remove broad unenforceable language and
revise rule to comply with intent of the Maricopa
County Air Pollution Regulations.
• Part of a larger department project to update,
clarify and improve regulations.

Rule 320 Proposed Revisions
• Updates and Enhancements:
– Section 301 – Reduction of Animal Matter
• Add a second emission control system option
for the reduction of animal matter
– Scrubbing or filtration system
– Section 303 – Emissions of H2S
• Add text to provide a standard method to
calculate the 30 minute average hydrogen
sulfide concentration
– Section 500 – Monitoring and Records
• Add new monitoring and records section

Rule 320 Proposed Revisions
• Remove broad unenforceable language in
Sections 300, 302 and 303
– Lack specific emissions limits and work
practices necessary for enforcement
• Continue enforcing related rules
– Rule 310 (Fugitive Dust from Dust-Generating
Operations)
– Rule 200, Section 315 (Stack Height
Provisions)

Rule 320 Proposed Revisions
• Revise rule to comply with intent of the Maricopa
County Air Pollution Regulations
– Rule 100, Section 101 “Declaration of Intent”
• Prevent, reduce, control, correct or remove
regulated air pollutants
– Odors are not regulated air pollutants
• The department will continue to take and
investigate odor complaints
– Regulated air pollutants may emit odors which
may indicate a violation

Thank you.
Philip McNeely

“Non-Request” Addition to
Maricopa County Department of
Public Health Budget Presentation
for FY 2019

Bob England, MD, MPH
Director

Current Budget Request -- flat
 General Fund
 Grant Funding
 Fee Funding

$12,509,856
$39,257,377
$ 7,799,196

 Total

$59,566,429 ($ 13.77/person)

($ 2.89/person)

 Review over baseline requested only to meet
mandated services

Public Health
 Mandated Services
–
–
–
–
–

Immunizations
Epidemiology & disease control
STD control
TB control
Vital registration

 Essential Public Health Services
 Neither is funded to address the need

Learn more about the Elements of a Healthy Community.
Reducing poverty, improving family and neighborhood

All aspects
of the
community
impact
health, and
health
impacts
many other
issues.

Everything is connected
 Most of County budget is “justice-related”
 Public Health impact on justice costs:
– Nurse Family Partnership: 60% decrease in juvenile arrests
– Behavioral Health: opioid abuse
– Adverse Childhood Experiences

 Economic development:
–
–
–
–

Preventable health care costs
Preventable absenteeism (from work and school)
Preventable long-term costs
Impact of huge risks (national events, vector-borne
disease, etc.)

Public Health FY 2019 Budget
“Non-Request”
 I am not asking for more than needed for
mandates (I follow direction)
 But it is my duty to inform you, for future
consideration…
– Examples of what we are not doing
– Examples of what we could do
– What the trade-offs would be

 These are examples only and not meant to be
comprehensive

Background
 MCDPH is primarily grant-funded,
overwhelmingly by Federal funds
 That is not typically the case elsewhere
 Others are mostly state and locally funded
 State and especially local funds are more
flexible
 We receive 10% of the average state and local
funding for a large local health department
– As shown below:

Per capita funding, 2010
$ 60

Jurisdictions >2 Million population
(Excludes health care reimbursement and fees)
Per 2010 NACCHO Profile of Local Health Depts
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MCDPH
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$7 Fed*
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All Funding

State & Local

*Note that
our lack of
local funding
even leads to
less than our
share of
Federal funds.

2016 public health funding per
population among “big cities”

Maricopa County is at the
very bottom, and ~1/2 the
funding of the next lowest
jurisdiction

Grant & fee-funded programs
 Most jurisdictions provide local “matching”
funding to grant-funded or fee-funded programs
in order to improve capacity and efficiency
 It is difficult to maintain deliverables, future
funding, or to deliver desired quality, in, e.g.:
–
–
–
–
–
–

WIC
Preparedness & Response
Vital Records
Nurse Family Partnership
Newborn Intensive Care Program
And several other grant- or fee-funded programs

We wisely use investment on policy,
e.g., Tobacco-Free College Campuses
~20% decrease in smoking
when colleges go tobacco free

Given current rates,
~9,800 students will quit

=$980 Million in
health care savings

Repeat every 2-4 years
with each new cohort
(Cost ~$400K = 2,500-to-1 payback)

Injury Prevention
 We do virtually nothing for an issue that:
– Costs M.C. > $600 Million / yr
– Leading cause of death for < 44 yrs of age
– Leading cause of hospitalization for 5-44 & >85 yrs

 Other jurisdictions have seen up to 62%
reduction with policy, education, enforcement
 We could use inexpensive, train-the-trainer
model: 4 health educators, $300K

Assume we contribute only 1%
of success seen elsewhere!
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Cheap access to physical activity
 The obesity epidemic is one of our greatest
long-term health and economic threats
 Physical activity habits established in youth
have important impact on lifelong health
 Ready access to recreation space is a key
factor in the level of children’s physical activity
 Every neighborhood has a built-in potential
park – the local elementary school – yet
nearly all are locked up after school

Cost to open playgrounds
 Cost for playground upgrades, repairs,
signage, lighting, and community promotion
 $15,000 per school
 Open 250 of 529 schools: $3.75 Million
 Cost of a single, public park typically cited*:
– $200K-$600K / acre (median ~$400K / acre avg)
– Plus $150K-$500K / playground (~$300K avg)

 So… create ~3 public parks, or open 250?
*http://cloud.tpl.org/pubs/ccpe-DowntownParkFinance-inMN.pdf

Number of facilities for $3.75 M
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Parks

School Playgrounds

Nurse Family Partnership
 Partner a nurse with the family of an AHCCCS
eligible mom, 1st-time pregnancy
 Multiple visits until 2nd birthday of child
– Home health
– Education
– Social work (referrals)

– Mentoring good parenting

NFP: thoroughly studied results






79 % reduction in child abuse and neglect
56 % reduction in emergency room visits
83 % increase in labor force participation
30-month reduction in welfare use
59% reduction in arrests of 15 year old
adolescents
 ~$5.70 Return on Investment per dollar spent
(Rand Corp estimate)
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Reasonably adequate provision
of NFP for M.C. would be:
 ~30K “at-risk” families (AHCCCS pregnancies)
 Assume only 1/5 eligible (6K per year)
 Recruit only 1/5 of those (1,200 per year)
– Carry x 2 yrs = 2,400 cases at any time

 Need 96 more home visitors (12 teams)
 Cost = $13.2 million/yr
 Long-term savings = $75.2 million/program yr

NFP Return on Investment
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$75.2 M
savings

60
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0

$13.2 M
cost

School Nursing
 School Nurses improve results
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Improved attendance
Improved educational outcomes
Better control of chronic conditions
Fewer Emergency visits
Increased immunization rates
Better reporting of outbreaks
On and on…
$2.20 saved on healthcare and parent time away from
work for every $1 spent (not counting teacher and
administrative staff time saved – avg of 1 hr/day for
principals, and 20 min/day for each and every teacher)

Providing School Nurses
 In many communities, school nurses are part of
Public Health
 Here, it’s a responsibility of each school district
– (58 separate school districts in Maricopa County)

 Cuts in education funding  loss of nurses
– Currently, down to 47% of elementary/middle schools

 Loss of nurses  increase in other expenses
 `e.g., immunization rates drop predictably, now
approaching the edge of safe “herd immunity”

Options to add School Nurses
 ~500 elementary & middle schools lack nurses
 To provide nurses to all:
– $34.6 Million

 Just to schools >80% free and reduced lunch:
– $23.5 Million

 Just to schools >90% free and reduced lunch:
– $12.9 Million

School Nursing Return on
Investment
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Flu is nothing to sneeze at
 Infection rate is 5 - 20% → 204,000-817,000 Maricopa
County Residents
 Actually higher? Up to 77% asymptomatic
 Work days lost → Up to 1.4 M days ($91 Million) lost in
Maricopa County
 Hospitalizations → ~3,800 hospitalizations due to
Influenza per avg year in Maricopa County Residents
 Deaths → 140-1,100 M.C. residents die from flu each yr
 Cost → Avg total cost in M.C. is $1.1 Billion per year
 But we could prevent > 90% of it!
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Japan proved the impact of mass vaccination of
schoolchildren in protecting all ages
Pneumonia and
influenza deaths

Excess Deaths Attributed to
Pneumonia and Influenza
(per 100,000)
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Reichert TA et al. N Engl J Med. 2001;344:889-96.
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ASU provided us mathematical modeling that showed…

80% of school kids vaccinated  >90%
decrease in flu for everyone else!

Cost (upper estimate): $13 million
Avg cost of health care prevented:
~$140 million (cost as of ~7 yrs ago)

Cost-benefit of flu vaccine in
schoolchildren
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Tuberculosis
 Up to 10% of those infected with the TB germ
will eventually develop active TB
– half within 2 yrs after infection, half later, often
much later

 Treatment of those infected but not yet sick
prevents later disease
 Free treatment is required (ARS 36-717)
 Failure to treat these persons guarantees
future cases of TB for many decades
 CDC guidelines specify who to test and treat

Estimated impact of existing TB
infection in Maricopa County
 Low estimate of infected: 90K persons
– If only 5% of these persons develop active disease,
that’s 4,500 future cases of TB
– Each active case here yields 6 new infections (10%
of which will also later become active disease).
– Each uncomplicated case of active disease costs us
$2,800

 Total cost of waiting to treat active disease:
at least $20Million (not counting drug resistance)

Office of Epidemiology
 Source of our cost-benefit info and our use of
data to improve efficiency
 Necessary for mandates
 Existing staff extremely overworked –
turnover of highly trained staff > 20% / year

Cost to maintain Epidemiology
 Minimum support:
– 3 CDIs, 1 RN, 2 Epis, 1 Mgt Analyst = $600K

 More reasonable, above plus additional:
– 3 Epis, 2 Epi Analysts, 1 CDI, 1 Epi Supervisor,
1 Health Ed Spec = $1.4 million total

 Optimal, above plus additional:
– 1 Sr. Epi, 1 Epi Supervisor, 4 Epis, 2 Epi Analysts, 2
Data Entry Clerks, 1 Sr. CDI, 2 CDIs, 1 Informatician
= $2.6 million total, for all of the above

Preparedness & Response
 Entirely federally funded
 History of funding fluctuations and annual
Federal threats to eliminate
 Minimum: 4 positions to maintain small effort
– $318K

 More reasonable: 10 additional positions to build
capacity to respond, maintain readiness
– Additional $875K ($1.2 million total)

 A single major emergency with a delayed or
uncoordinated response would cost much more

STDs
 We all pay for it
 Many people pay horribly for youthful risks
 Our people suffer much more than needed,
and we pay much more than needed

Contact tracing works… the
example of Syphilis
 In 1900, >1/10 American Adults had
syphilis
(would be >300,000 in M.C. today)
 Only ~1,300 in Maricopa County in 2017
(includes all forms – 642 Primary and Secondary)
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But even syphilis isn’t controlled
here in an important group
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Leading to Dual Infection with Syphilis
& HIV, and horrendous numbers of HIV
700

600

Lifetime cost of HIV treatment:
~$380,000

500

(~2,400 excess cases =
>$900 million)
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Syphilis & HIV

Syphilis alone
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How much is needed for the
syphilis / HIV outbreak?
 Future costs incurred to date: >$900 Million
 Most recent year (2017) alone: ~$150 Million
 Cost to County: >$2 Million
– Staff time consumed interviewing cases and contacts:
$1.5 Million / yr
– Cost of extra testing: $510K

 Extra media / social media expenditures available
to spend last year to stop this: only $50K
 What should we spend to interrupt an outbreak
incurring costs at $150 Million per year?

Annual costs of syphilis/HIV
outbreak vs. available $ to prevent
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Chlamydia & Gonorrhea
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Control and Cost
 Syphilis, gonorrhea, and Chlamydia can all be
prevented by contact tracing and antibiotics
 But we only consistently do so for syphilis
 Chlamydia is 75% asymptomatic in women, so if
we don’t do contact tracing, they can’t know
– 10-40% of untreated cases result in pelvic
inflammatory disease (PID)
– 14% of PID cases are hospitalized
– 15% of PID cases will experience infertility
– 2012 average cost of a hospitalized PID case in
Arizona: $19,853

What if we did contact tracing
on all Chlamydia?
If we did, we’d prevent:
 700-2,700 cases of PID
 100-400 hospitalizations
 100-400 cases of infertility (and a lifetime
of heartache)

 130 ectopic pregnancies (fetal deaths)
 plus ?? chronic pelvic pain
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and we could save…
 Over $7 million/yr in hospital costs alone
 Plus lifetime costs for chronic pain,
ectopic pregnancies, and infertility
 To do this we would need ~90 more FTEs
 $4.8 million
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Cost-benefit for Chlamydia
Contact Tracing
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Teen Pregnancy
 National public cost of $9.4 Billion in 2010
– Our proportionate share > $120 Million / yr

 Plus huge costs to the parents / family
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Lost education (H.S. grad 90%  50%)
Lower income
Lost dreams
Higher abortion rates
Higher incarceration rates of the children
Higher victimization of others
Higher rates of teen pregnancy in next generation
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Other policy priorities?
 Our best ROI is through policy work
 But this requires in-depth work with partners,
with only a handful of employees to do that
–
–
–
–
–

58 School Districts and > 1,000 schools
24 Cities & Towns, plus many other localities
96 Hospitals
At least 6 Accountable Care Organizations
Thousands of employers

 Plus numerous services with positive ROI

Conclusion
 This is the least funded local health
department of significant size in the nation.
 This year’s “review over baseline funding”
request is only to maintain status quo for
mandated services.
 Serious consideration must be given to
funding evidence-based interventions that will
save our community resources in the long run.

Administrative Offices
4041 N Central Ave, #1400 • Phoenix, Arizona 85012
Phone: (602) 506-6900 • Fax: (602) 506-6885

January 12, 2018
To:

Cindy Goelz
Budget Director

From:

Bob England, MD, MPH
Director, Department of Public Health

Subject: Department of Public Health budget submittal for FY 2019
I hereby submit the Department of Public Health’s proposed base budget for Fiscal Year 2019. The Department’s
total base budget request for this year is $59,566,529 a decrease of 6.67% from the FY18 revised budget. This
consists of no increase to the General Fund budget, this fund remaining flat and on target, a 12.66% decrease in
the Grant Fund budget, and 10.7% increase in the Special Revenue Fund budget.
The decrease in the Grant Fund results from the loss or reduction in several grants, including cuts to WIC, loss of
the Health Care for the Homeless Grant, Teen Pregnancy Prevention grants and decreases in Nurse Family
Partnership and others.
The Fee Fund is submitted $155,003 higher than the baseline provided to us due to increased receipts from the
Childhood Immunization program during the last year.
A summary of our base budget request is as follows:
General Fund
Grants Fund
Special Revenue (Fee) Fund
TOTAL

$ 12,509,856
39,257,377
7,799,196
$ 59,566,429

Our budget is being submitted to meet our target numbers, but with large deficiencies that will require us to
request the Board of Supervisors to direct the Budget Office to do a Review over Baseline Budget. We must
increase our budget to meet demand in mandated services. This increase is needed due to 5 reasons.
1) For the past 6 years, other than small increases to our General fund to cover pay for performance allowances and
other small increases in costs outside our department, we have been flat funded. As a provider of medical services
in Childhood Immunization, STD/HIV, TB, and other disease control, we have received constant increases to our
medical supply and lab costs, as these costs have increased year after year. Inflation in healthcare costs is well
known. We have continually absorbed these cost increases by holding positions vacant, shifting costs to grants and
depleting resources from other areas. Those abilities are now exhausted. We are over budget in the current year
for those supplies and services, and forecast to be over baseline budget next year by $429,685. This submitted
budget was only balanced by the artificial vacancy rate of 15%. If we are to meet this, filled positions will have to
be RIFd and services will have to be reduced to the public at a time when we are seeing the demand for TB and
STD services, childhood immunizations, epidemiology and disease control all increase.

2) Our department is 83% funded by grants and special revenue. These funds augment the county General Fund for
our mandated services. From FY 2017 to FY 2019 the central service cost allocation to these funds has increased
by $576,142. This decreases the amount of funds that can support our services and leads to an overburdened
indirect rate that surpasses the allowable amounts in many of our grants.
3) Internal service charges that are allocated to us during the past two years have increased $588,394. We have
previously absorbed these charges in the budget. But without places to make actual cuts again, vacancy rates must
be artificially increased to an unstainable level, and the indirect rate to be charged to the grant and fee programs
would be 2% above what our approved indirect rate plan even allows. Even if we could increase our approved
rate, we often won’t be paid it, as we will have surpassed the allowable indirect rate of many of our grants.
Between the Internal Service Charge and the Central Service Cost Allocation, this is a $1,164,563 increase to our
expenses that we don’t have the ability to cut. This is in no way sustainable.
4) Our administrative services have always been pushed to cost pool funding. Only the director’s position is fully
funded by the General Fund. Procurement, finance, contract management, human resources, budgeting, public
information and even the Deputy Director positions have been pushed to being funded 83% by the Grant and Fee
Fund programs. During times of adequate grant and fee funds, this has been manageable. But when general funds
are reduced due to positions not being fully funded (increased vacancy rates), due to increased internal service
charges, or due to increased external charges, we cannot make enough cuts to offset these increases. We have
already cut staff in procurement, HR, accounts payable and contracts, but only 17% of these reductions are
recognized in our General Fund and our administrative services cannot be reduced further. We would like to
encourage the Budget Office to establish a minimum core administrative structure to be supported by our General
Fund, as is the case for nearly every other significant jurisdiction.
5) We have historically held positions vacant to pay for these added costs. Instead of budgets being increased to
account for the increased costs, vacancy rates have been increased so that our ability to absorb these costs have
been taken away. Since FY 2016, our vacancy rate was increased $633,398, reducing our budget by the same
amount and thus removing any ability to overcome cost increases. Remaining positions that have been allocated
to our department are essential, and the inability to use those funds to hire those positions or to contract out for
services has a direct effect on the health of the populace, and even our ability to comply with legal mandates.
I have, over the past 12 years, continually expressed the concern that the Department of Public Health has been
funded from both state and local sources at a rate of approximately 10% the national average. Our resources are
half that of the next lowest large local health department in the US. I have shown the opportunity costs that we
are incurring by not funding vital programs, and as I retire from county service next month I hope to send a final
presentation on our liabilities. But the shortfalls described in this letter have nothing to do with that at all. The
deficits described in this memo must be addressed solely for mandated services.
I have followed BOS direction to focus on policy change, with great success. I am proud of our impact on tobacco
restrictions, policies in schools, workplaces, cities, healthcare systems and other system changes. This needs to
continue, but funds for those activities have been stripped due to these shortfalls.
I plead with you to work with our staff to address these needs. To accomplish what we do with our funding is
amazing compared to the cost of services nationally. Many of my counterparts across the nation are impressed
with what we accomplish with our limited funding, and have copied some that we have done. But we are now at a
point where efficiencies cannot overcome these funding shortages, and the results will not just affect the citizens
we serve, but increasingly put us further out of compliance with both reasonably ethical standards and the law.
Please contact Max or myself if you have any questions.
Cc:

Brian Hushek, Budget Office
Kirstin,Chernin, Budget Office
Max Porter, Department of Public Health

Scot Pitcairn, Department of Public Health
Millette Miller, Department of Public Health
Joel Kodicek, Department of Public Health
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In 2016, the Maricopa County Department of Public Health received accreditation through the Public Health Accreditation Board.
For more information on this achievement, please visit phaboard.org.

Background
The Maricopa County Department of Public Health has 6 divisions, 28 offices, and depending
upon how one counts, 60 or more programs, the vast majority of which are grant funded with
no support from County general funds. This is a complex department.
Maricopa County is the 3rd most populous local public health jurisdiction in the US, behind only
L.A. County and New York City. It is also, among larger jurisdictions, inarguably the least
funded. In terms of state and local funding per person, our most recent data shows us at
approximately 10% of the national average. Even including Federal funding, we are at the very
bottom of the larger population health departments, and are at approximately half the funding
of the next lowest health department, as shown below.

This is relevant in understanding how MCDPH must perform its functions, and how we got to
this point.

Decades ago, the public health profession settled on a consensus of there being 10 essential
public health services. But these can be condensed into 3 core functions: assessment,
assurance, and policy development.
Simply put, assessment means knowing what’s going on in our community; not just disease
trends and other health data as in classic epidemiology, but also what health concerns residents
have, what the underlying causes of health problems are, what other needs exist, what
volunteer groups and other agencies have to offer, and what other resources are available.
Assurance means simply linking those resources to those needs; helping the community
identify and understand health problems and solutions, thus bridging gaps and solving
problems using all the resources available. Assurance means filling those needs with direct
services by the health department only when no better option exists within the community.
Policy Development doesn’t necessarily mean legislation or regulation. Policies can be simple
and pertain to all sorts of agencies or institutions. School nutrition and recess policies,
workplace wellness activities and healthcare practices are all examples. Policy Development
means identifying opportunities to affect health through system changes, evaluating their
potential health impact, educating decision makers and facilitating policy implementation.
It is generally much more cost effective to impact public health through policy development
than to attempt to do so through provision of direct services. While highly cost-effective,
however, policy development is not free, as much professional time and energy must be
committed to realize successful outcomes. In addition, each of the core functions relies on the
others. Without adequate assessment, for example, wise policy choices cannot be made.
Our Experience with Policy
At the local level, performance of the core functions must be mostly supported by local funding.
With rare exceptions, grants and contracts support either direct services, or at best, only
limited specific portions of the core functions (e.g., TB surveillance, rather than assessment of
the direction that may be needed). Historically, we have unsuccessfully sought funding for core
functions through every opportunity we could identify (e.g., the Communities Putting
Prevention to Work, Strategic Alliance for Health, ACHIEVE, and Public Health Infrastructure
grants). As near as we can tell, we continue to fail at these applications largely because we
have so little infrastructure to begin with. Having so few existing activities in the core functions
limits our competitiveness. When we have no basic infrastructure to begin with, we cannot
propose “interesting” or cutting edge programs which tend to attract funding.
To address this, several years ago we prevailed upon ADHS to expand flexibility in how we could
use two specific block grants totaling only $425K. With this and modest general funds, we

created an Office of Public Health Policy. After demonstrating initial progress, and following
the direction of Sup. Barney to pursue policy as a more cost-efficient alternative, we further
prevailed upon ADHS to combine 7 separate funding streams into a single contract. This
allowed us greater flexibility and the ability to focus on policy work with these grant funds. We
further used this integrated IGA to allow us to reorganize into offices directed toward targets of
our efforts (the healthcare system, workplaces, schools, and the general community) rather
than offices based upon narrow funding streams and services. We have thus parlayed grant
funding to support the policy approach, but cannot continue to do this without a base of
County support.
Our recent policy successes include:



















Convinced both ASU and the Maricopa County Community College District to establish tobaccofree policies, campus-wide. This policy change should result in nearly 10,000 mostly young
people quitting smoking, yielding nearly $1Billion in savings in lifetime healthcare costs per
cohort of students (i.e., this repeats every 2-4 years).
Impacted upon 8 cities’ General Plans, meaning that health considerations will be taken into
account during development and other decisions. The cities are: Avondale, Buckeye, Chandler,
Goodyear, Mesa, Queen Creek, Peoria, and Phoenix.
Helped create the Complete Streets policy for City of Phoenix.
Helped alter bus service in the Sunnyslope area, facilitating access to service locations.
Helped with the prioritization score for bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure projects in the
Maricopa County DOT Active Transportation Plan.
Completed the South Central Neighborhood Transit Health Impact Assessment, which helped
reinstate the Valley Metro Disability Advisory Council.
Prevailed upon HonorHealth to add active referrals to the ASHLine through their EHR (an
opportunity to pursue with many more healthcare systems).
Integrated the use of Chronic Disease Self-Management Programs into multiple healthcare
entities.
Convinced 6 schools to create shared-use agreements, with many more under way.
Helped the state move toward a voluntary certification process for Community Health Workers.
Motivated more than 100 employers, so far, to implement worksite wellness policies (including
Maricopa County and MCDPH).
Helped the City of Phoenix establish Community Garden Guidelines.
Prevailed upon the City of Phoenix to establish a temporary use permit process for farmers’
markets (previously, an extensive and expensive use permit process was a barrier to establishing
new farmers’ markets).
Created a youth coalition (STAND) which prevailed upon the City of Phoenix to establish its first
smoke-free park (El Oso Park).
Collaborated with Central Arizona College to create its Community Health Worker certificate
program.
Worked with the Arizona Interscholastic Athletic Association to establish a statewide opioid
education policy for high school athletes.

We have also reorganized our Office of Epidemiology to support data needs of our policy
efforts, both for other parts of the department and our partners. An adequate base of data and
information support is necessary to avoid wasting other resources and efforts. Maintaining
these efforts in Epidemiology is both essential and cost-saving in the long run. The demand for
this service is apparent. Since we reorganized Epi some 4 years ago, we have completed:
 3 health status reports;
 4 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System reports;
 1 comprehensive community health assessment;
 3 community health needs assessments for community health centers;
 18 community health needs assessments for hospitals; plus
 305 additional data requests and reports.
We are now widely viewed in the community as the experts to whom one should turn for data,
information, and direction for issues related to the health of the population. This perception
must be maintained over the long term in order to successfully continue to influence policies
and leverage the assets of our partners.
Our Future Direction
We have terrible problems that require policy-oriented responses. The obesity epidemic is real
and is already costing our community approximately $1 Billion/year. It will get much worse
with the combination of unchecked unhealthy behaviors and the aging of the baby-boomer
population. If we do not find a way to turn this around, our economy will be increasingly
drained, we will become increasingly uncompetitive, and the cost of care will exhaust
governmental budgets, in particular.
Ongoing changes to the healthcare financing system offer enormous opportunities to leverage
the massive resources of the healthcare industry to offset costs that might otherwise be borne
by the County. But tapping into these depends upon having the resources to imbed ourselves
with Accountable Care Organizations, hospital networks, provider systems, community health
centers, insurers and others in the healthcare industry. We must better understand their
systems to identify opportunities, and they must better understand and trust our approach so
we can synergize our efforts.
Opportunities abound to support evidence-based interventions, both via policy and direct
services, that impact outcomes as wide ranging as criminal activity, educational attainment, and
economic development.
Direct Services
Having said all of the above about policy work, policy can’t do it all. All mandated services and
many other essential services must be directly provided.

Mandated services in Arizona are disease-control related, and for good reason. Disease control
is the reason that health departments were initially created, and most legislation dictating local
mandates was originally written long ago. Performing these mandates is legally required, but
we are already falling short (in fact, we have not fully met our legal mandates for decades). We
have prioritized well enough that we have prevented the worst potential consequences, but we
can’t continue to do so much longer, given our existing funding shortfalls.
Many other direct services are grant-funded, and we pursue grants when we believe we are the
best agency to deliver these services. For example, we are by far the state’s most efficient
deliverer of WIC, the Women, Infants & Children nutritional supplementation program
(although we have an ongoing issue with WIC funding to discuss separately). On those
occasions where we believe that an outside partner agency is better suited to provide services,
we attempt to steer grant monies away from ourselves and to that agency (e.g., our recent
transfer of Health Care for the Homeless to Circle the City, a private non-profit entity, even
though that transfer cost us significant indirect revenue).
Being reliant on grant funding, in nearly all programs with no County general fund support, we
fall short of many opportunities to save our community costs, support economic growth, and
positively impact lives. (A few examples are shown. See the attached slideshow for more.)
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In addition, the County has come to depend heavily upon external grant funding to support
even mandated services. Without Federal funding for the Office of Preparedness and
Response, we could not afford 10.5 existing positions in Epidemiology. Nor would we have had
the capacity to respond to the influenza pandemic, measles and other outbreaks, or to expand
surveillance for events like the past two Super Bowls that we have hosted. Without Federal
immunization funding, we could not maintain herd immunity in our community, and so forth.
Existing grant funding ebbs and flows, and is often threatened. The examples above may face
50% cuts or complete elimination, and the loss of these funds will not eliminate our mandates.
County general funds will absolutely be required to fully replace this external funding should it
be lost.
Conclusion
Other documentation explains our current review over baseline funding request in detail. But
this request is only the bare minimum to maintain mandated services at the current level. The
citizens of Maricopa County have endured extremely minimal funding for public health for
decades. The cost of this short-sightedness has been borne by the citizenry in excessive
criminal justice costs, diminished educational and economic opportunity, and unnecessary
healthcare expenditures. Certainly Maricopa County is not alone in dealing with these trends.
But we are alone as the one large community that has taken the single least advantage of
numerous evidence-based opportunities to mitigate these burdens.
As a result, we are paying now for the lack of foresight of earlier generations. And we alone can
choose whether the next generation will view us in the same way. The restoration of funding
needed to maintain an adequate level of compliance with mandated services will be a good first
step. But as my final act as outgoing director of MCDPH, I strongly urge the thoughtful
expansion of policy work and certain direct services that will provide the next generation with
relief from unnecessary financial and health burdens. As the old saying goes, “You can pay me
now, or pay me later.”

